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Project Overview
What is "ShareTheTraining" all about?

ShareTheTraining is a web-based platform which will act as a bridge between Trainers and the course-attendees.

Benefit for Trainers:
- An expert specialized trainer could have excess inventory (unfilled time slot) which they want to utilize and make money.
- Marketing & Promotion.
- No excessive overhead.

Benefit for Course Attendees:
- Able to attend courses nearby, rate them, review them, share among friends, select courses as per the need.
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Details about the Requirements
ShareTheTraining

Trainers :-
  • Register himself.
  • Submit a course & its details.
  • See his ratings(for quality assurance)

Course Attendee :-
  • Search/register for the course.
  • Request a course
  • Rate/review/share the course.

Admin :-
  • Edit/approve trainer & course.
  • Manage course request & cancel.
Top Risks

Risk Assessment and their mitigation

- Differences in opinion & understanding among critical stakeholders.
- Integration issues.
- Personnel shortfalls.
- Inflated Expectations.
- Underdefined plans & requirements

- Prototype design was shared with the client, changes were made as per suggestion.
- Analysis has been done, and is in progress.
- Training & knowledge transfer.
- Agile, sharing details in client-meetings.
- Win-book is efficiently used.
Win Condition covered in this prototype:

- As a user, I would be able to search for the courses, using various filters.
- As a user, I will be able to see a course details (price, ratings, schedule, location, etc.)
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